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Teaching Your Dog to Relax

Teaching Your Dog to Relax

Teaching your dog to relax is a life
skill. Many dogs are unable to
settle unless they are taught how
to relax.

Pictured on the left is an owner
using gentle massage to get her
dog to relax.

Most dogs love having the base of
their ears rubbed and will begin to

relax when someone does it. Be sure to only add the cue ‘relax’ once you
have the end result, the relax behavior.

To set your dog up for relaxation success, only teach her to relax when she
has been exercised and is tired. Sitting on the floor watching TV can be a
wonderful time to massage and practice relaxing. Avoid relaxation training
when your dog is in need of a run or is highly excited

For many dogs learning to relax is a
process. We have had many clients who
thought their dogs would never
voluntarily settle and relax only to be
amazed how much their dog loves to
relax once they learn how.

Pictured on the left is a young Border
Collie who is learning to relax. He is
demonstrating a good starting position
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for teaching the relax behavior. He is lying down and his hip is rolled
because his pelvis is leaning left and his left hind leg is visible. While this
position is a far cry from relaxed it is a good start. Reward this position
and gradually ask for more.

Pictured above is another Border Collie who is showing a good next
step for relax. His head is lowered and his hips are more rotated.
Again, this is still only a start but a step in the direction of a true
relaxation behavior. Reward this position and then ask for more.

And here is a third dog showing an
even more relaxed position. Notice
both legs are visible now and how
this dog’s feet are further away from
his body, a good step in the
direction of relaxation!

While his hips are nicely rolled his upper body is less relaxed, and the fact
that his front legs are pulled up and close to his mouth shows tension.
A little more rewarding and massaging and this dog will get to true
relaxation.

On the next page is the holy grail of the relax game. This dog is flopped
out on his side and completely relaxed. His feet are extended his
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abdomen exposed as only a dog that truly feels safe will do.

No matter where your dog is on the relaxation spectrum you will succeed
in teaching your dog to relax, and the benefits will be immeasurable to
both you and your dog.

Ultimately you will be able to use the cue
at any time, but while teaching it, set
your dog up for success. All training
builds on success and avoids failure! As
with all training, start in kindergarten and
gradually build up to more difficult
situations where you will be able to cue
your dog to relax, and your dog will have
the skills to succeed.

Note that when using food to train relaxation it is a good idea to feed
for sighing and heavy eyelids. Having said that, food will excite many
dogs but if you consistently reward for calm then calm is what you will
get.

While training relax, it is important that you are relaxed. Be sure to
breathe deeply, check in with your own body and make sure your muscles
are relaxed. Tension on your part will only prevent your dog from
relaxing!


